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Title & description (packs)
Cd - Post and Packing. Aim to in 48 hours have a cd sent in the post with mp3
of your choice.
5 downloads for £5 - This is an incredible price to thank all my supporters for
sharing in an experience. Choose from 1-40 the audio’s you would like for
special price.
10 downloads for £10 - Now that just being silly ten audio’s for £1 each. Catch
this offer before its not available anymore.
Mediumship complete pack - Was £35 and now £25 plus you get a 1-2-1
session over phone (uk) with a medium to ensure you have no blockages and
have actual communication with spirit (plus over 5 hours of everything you need
to become a medium.
Mediumship awakening - Beginners pack for those who want to prepare their
vessel and awaken themselves to doing the natural way with a six week plan
inside.
Meditation total cleanse - As a working medium I couldn’t find a meditation to
deal with the demands of my work, so I created my own and have been using it
ever since guided by spirit. (5 audio’s, can be bought individually)
DIY House cleanse - Learn from a professional how to keep your
home/environment free from unwanted guests,.
House to cleanse e-book - this has everything with latest techniques of
cleansing the individual and family from negative energies affecting your home,

pk9

Past Life vibration al healing - Can be done distantly or in person, I tend to be
the last resort to healing people lifes and through channelling and years of
healing has brought about a healing that ignites the body to heal itself the
vibrations from past life, childhood and future that creates your mannerism and
blockages today.
pk10 Rescue audio - gets you back on track and flowing once more with simple
exercises on audio.
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Abundance - Want to feel the flow of being abundant, well this simple audio gets
you flowing in abundance.
Sleep - Learn to relax your body, let go of emotions that are keeping your mind
from relaxing and simple techniques that will help you sleep in 5 minutes.
Take your power back - If you feel that you are out of sorts or are attracting a lot
of lessons, then maybe you have given your power away. Stop feeding negative
people and situations and take back your power with this simple audio.
Relationship cleanse - As healers we automatically give energy to our partners and
attract lessons to learn. Free yourself up by cutting emotional ties and vibrating
energy that will enhance your connection to your partner. .
Chakra meditation- Cleanse all your chakras on a beautiful journey down the river,
supported by the angels as you cleanse in beautiful colours to balance your chakras
and get you ready once more. (also in pack 6)
Emotional cleansing - Free yourself from emotions that stops you from flowing in
life. This simple technique, helps you to let go of the blockages that stop abundance
flowing. (also in pack 6)
Protection meditation - As your guided to create a protection place for you to feel
secure and safe, this meditation ensures that you are protected from energies that
will try to stop your life from attracting abundance. (also in pack 6)
Healing meditation- Every day we absorb energies that can become in a physical
form if hold onto. This meditation will help you to heal yourself. (also in pack 6)
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Problems - Struggling with problems well this audio gives you insights and how to
let go of your problems.
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Stress - As busy as we are, stress is known to be one of the most causes of illnesses
in the body. This simple and quick audio for the busy person will help you let go of
stressful thoughts and fears.
Love yourself - The body needs love to become the source once more. Simple
technique to love your body and stop it from craving false love. When we love we
attract love into our lives.
Peace - When we learn to be peace, we attract peace into our lives. This audio gives
you insights on how to bring peace to your life.
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Empower your day - Do you need a pick me up or a good start to the day, well do
this simple audio to get you flowing and attracting a good day.
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New you new energy - This audio came about after creating the source meditation.
Add the source daily routine new and you have a powerful energy cleanse, to get
you flowing a new energy and new vibration for a new life.
Getting into the zone (football) - this visualisation was created for young
professional footballers to hit the pitch running. As a professional coach, I know
your mind wins and loses games on the strength of your confidence.
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Driving test zone - I once was asked if could do a driving test visualisation as they
had failed 4 times due to test. This audio gets your confidence up and ensures your
In the right state of mind to pass your test. Quite a few have been successful.
Psychic attack - Every day we are absorbing energies but this helps you to stop
being attacked as you learn how to protect and clear energies to stop being attacked.
(this is also part of pack 8)
Soul peace - When we connect to the soul and bring peace to our lives, we flow in
the energy that attracts peace as we become one with the soul. (also in pack 6)
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Unconditional love - Following on from loving yourself, this audio was created
because when we are love, we attract those who can love us. Free yourself up from
fears of love and being loved with this audio.
Meeting development guides - This visualisation was channel led as part of my my
mediumship pack but has helped so many, I am now putting it out on its own. Enjoy
as you meet 5 guides on a journey to different spiritual places. (also in pack 4)
Six senses - This visualisation opens all your senses up and gets you flowing, in the
connection that is part of my mediumship pack. Why not create a database of
symbols to help you communicate with your inner self or spirit. (also in pack 4)
Symbol board - create new symbol in your waterfall and find out the meanings of
symbols spirit will show you. (also part of pack 4)
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Symbol - Creating a symbol base is essential in communicating with spirit because
they choose items you know about. (also part of pack 4)
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Visualisation secrets - a lot of people can’t visualise. This audio was channel led by
spirit to give you the secrets to visualisation. (also part of pack 4)
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Automatic writing - This amazing tool is great in getting insights and doing email
readings as you channel using a pen and paper. I will give you insights into how to
switch brain off and just channel from a spirit. (also part of pack 4)
Create a place to connect - By creating a place to connect, you create a sanctuary
where spirit can communicate easier. It is also a place to relax when life is hectic,
learn to create a place of tranquil harmony. (also part of pack 4)
Dream interpretation - Wondered what your dreams mean, well this audio give
you insights into working out what your dreams about because they are given in a
way that only you can interpret. (also part of pack 4)
Box messages - you go to your place of connection and get messages from boxes
the guides and loved ones have left for you, each time you go you get new messages
to help you on your journey. (also part of pack 4)
Loved ones connect - Many mediums find it hard to connect to loved ones, so this
was created to help you at your place to communicate and even get symbols to know
when your family member is around.
Psychonetry - A lot of mediums use psychometry to get the energy from a person
through objects they wear like watch, ring, etc. Learn how to get information from
such items and trace to spirit to see who is communicating. (also part of pack 5)
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Meet your soul - This audio gives insight into communicating with your soul for
guidance.
Distance healing - Sending your soul to heal is amazing, like the angels they have
no boundaries to what can be done as long as the persons soul has okayed it.
Heal your body with love - Unconditional love. like the source is an amazing
healing technique that people don’t realise. Start to heal yourself today with love for
a brighter future.
Anger release - Through emotions we hold onto we have to release negative energy
and in some ways anger is the trigger when life gets too much. Learn to see the
trigger and release before gets to anger stage.
Source daily routine new - This has evolved since brought out my first audio and is
better than ever. Many have thanked me for this audio because it has brought peace
to their lifes, by feeling so relaxed and less affected by emotional situations.
Clairvoyance - Or some may know it as clear seeing, this audio helps you to see
more clearly using your third eye. After a few attempts your body will adjust and be
guided how to improve automatically your seeing of images. (part of pack5)
Heavens energy meditation - The realisation that when you connect to heavens
energy, the ground and unconditional love you become a perfect energy. (also part
of pack 5)
Source merge - When we become one with the source, by merging we open to a
fountain of knowledge and feel at peace once more where fears and doubts are no
more. Merge and gain insights for your self.
Place to connect - A new way of creating your place is in this audio. Each time you
go you create more items to help you communicate with spirit. (as part of pack 5)
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How to do meditation - Many tell me they can’t or don’t know how to meditate,
well for 28 years I have been enjoying meditation and have created this ebook to
help you but also how to create your own.
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Download
Why not try our free audio’s to see how easy it is to download. Just press the link or
copy the url in your address bar and will automatically start to download. If right click
your mouse, then you can save to any folder of your choice or if go to download page
on your pc, you will find them there.
CD Post and Packing
If order pk1 with your order, then in the uk we aim to deliver in 48 hrs after purchase.
We can send you download links to try while you wait, just contact me. Anyone outside
the uk, please email for prices, usually around double the price. Paypal will show the
exchange rate for any other country.
Returns
If you are not satisfied with your order then please contact me because your business
means a lot. If a particular download isn’t what you expected, then contact me, and for
free you can choose another link. The links are updated every month, to stop people
sharing orders they have placed. If the odd item you think would benefit someone, then
contact me, and I will be happy to share.
For any other enquiries, please email me as Bradmonk@hotmail,com or
email@eternalflow.org
These are home-made audio’s with expensive software and headphones. *created a very
reasonable price) There may be odd noises off breathing and place recorded the talk.
When channel ling, often I don’t remember what is said and the energy of connecting
you may feel from the audio’s. If any audio’s send you to sleep, (most meditations)
don’t worry some may get you into the alpha state quicker than expected. Some have
been created so you can listen in any environment.
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